MAKING THE
MOST AND
WASTING
THE LEAST
Ideas and inspiration to help you
live sustainably at home
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Welcome
Communities come together in times of crisis
and that’s never been truer than right now.
Over the past weeks, we’ve seen groups
across Scotland gather volunteers and
distribute supplies to help those most in need.
The principles of reducing waste and reusing
existing resources have only strengthened our
fight against the coronavirus.
This issue of Making the Most and Wasting
the Least celebrates the incredible resilience
of community groups. We speak to Geraldine
O’Riordan who works as a Project Coordinator
with Greener Kirkcaldy. The team behind the
project have been helping the community by
providing food that would have otherwise gone
to waste.
In that spirit, the rest of the issue is jam packed
with food waste saving advice and inspiration.
We’ve created a handy weekly planner for
you to download and plan for the week ahead.
Checking what’s in the kitchen before shopping
will seriously up your eco-game. We’ve also
got the DL on date labels. Understanding ‘use
by’ and ‘best before’ dates will help avoid food
unnecessarily going to waste.
You’ll also find time-saving and food waste
fighting tips from the incredible Suzanne Hunter,
known as the Batch Lady. Her hassle-free
approach to making tasty meals has gone viral.
Jump on the batch cooking bandwagon by
following her pepperoni calzone recipe which,
with a few tweaks, can also be transformed into
a sweet treat.

For up to the
minute food-saving
tips and recipes
join us on
Facebook and
Instagram
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There’s something in this issue for everyone and
we hope you enjoy reading it as much as we
have creating it.
Stay safe, stay home and happy cooking!
The Love Food Hate Waste team

What’s in your
kitchen?
We all know that staying safe at home is what’s best just now. Before you head out for essential groceries, it’s a good
idea to check what you already have in. This can massively help with meal planning and is key in the fight against food
waste.
We’ve created an easy-to-follow weekly food planner to keep track of what’s in your fridge, freezer and cupboards.
It’s also a great way to identify what ingredients you have a lot of, and also what needs to be used up soon.
And, for anyone who’s home-schooling the wee ones just now, why not get them involved in helping pull the list
together? From tallying up tins of tuna to counting the carrots, this can be a fun family activity which helps everyone
play their role in family meal planning.
Download and edit on your phone here or print it out. If you don’t have a printer at home, simply write out your own
version using our list as a guide.
We hope that by spending a few minutes looking at what’s in your kitchen before you start the weekly shop will
highlight some delicious ingredients you may have forgotten about, and help you make the most of what’s already
there. For more storage tips and recipe ideas, head to the Love Food Hate Waste Scotland website.
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Helping hand
People across Scotland are currently facing uncertainty
with their jobs and livelihoods, which has left some in
need of extra support.

provided by FareShare. The meals are delivered to
the Kirkcaldy Foodbank, partner organisations and
households.

To help during the crisis, a number of community groups
have stepped up to the plate to provide meals and
redistribute food that may have gone to waste. One of
them is Greener Kirkcaldy in Fife.

Working out how to deliver food safely did require
some creativity: “As we are an environmental project
we wanted to still be able to consider those implications
too. We are in contact with Zero Waste Scotland and
were directed to their ‘Good to Go’ redistribution packs
to help us package food using paper boxes and bags.
These have helped us to not only get food to people who
need it most, but also consider our environment”.

Backed by a range of funders and trusts, including the
Scottish Government’s Climate Challenge Fund, Greener
Kirkcaldy, along with their members, volunteers and
participants, work alongside local community food
providers and Fife Council in Kirkcaldy to support the
community to access and distribute food.
While they have had to suspend access to their
community fridge and stop hosting their popular weekly
Community Meal, Greener Kirkcaldy took action to
divert the surplus food to those most in need.
Demand for surplus food donations is high and
Geraldine O’Riordan, Greener Kirkcaldy’s Project
Coordinator, says it hasn’t been easy: “Adapting has
been challenging but we have found in ourselves great
resilience and resourcefulness. We have had to redesign
many projects and activities - getting consistent and
accurate guidance was difficult initially. We had to
rethink how we do think completely in some cases.
“The Community Meal has been a very important social
space for people to gather together and share food. It’s
also been hard for volunteers who cooked and served
the meal, and took pleasure from hosting the weekly
event.
“Everyone pulled together to help develop new
procedures so that we could keep staff safe and, having
piloted new ways, we are delighted to be able to
welcome volunteers back to help us in the kitchen again
too”.
Supported by the Scottish Government’s Supporting
Communities Fund, they have been able to scale up
new projects to help more people during this crisis. Their
initiative, called Community Meals to Go Kirkcaldy,
makes freshly cooked, tasty meals from surpluses
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Feedback from the community has been positive and in
their fifth week of the new project, Greener Kirkcaldy
reached a milestone of delivering their 1000th meal.

“People who receive our meals might
be self-isolating, not able to cook for
themselves, elderly, and many are living
on their own without family or friends
to support them. This week, a recipient,
Davey, told us he is eating much better
now and feeling healthier. He’s able to
make meals that last at least three days,
which is a great help as he receives
benefits that barely cover rent and bills”.
Social media has allowed Greener Kirkcaldy to keep
in touch with members of the community and let them
know they are still operating, but in a different way. Their
community chef, Iain McLellan, has also been filming
videos, writing blogs and doing Q&As to inspire people
at home. Their community has adapted, says Geraldine,
and the group of staff and volunteers are as busy as
ever. And what is she looking forward to when life goes
back to some sort of normal?
“We’ll continue to deliver community meals in our
community”, she says. “But we hope it won’t be too
long before we can welcome back local people in our
community space to enjoy a weekly meal together”.

A look across Scotland…
One million meals: food charity set for
redistribution record
Food redistribution charity FareShare Glasgow
is set to hit their one million milestone, having
continued to supply food to partners like schools,
housing associations and charities during the
coronavirus lockdown. In the last week of April the
organisation distributed its biggest volume of food
yet, as 88 tonnes – the equivalent of 209,528
meals – went out.
Second hand shops work together in a
time of crisis
Due to the coronavirus, people living in shared
accommodation, such as hostels or B&Bs, have
had to be rehomed into individual properties.
The council in Aberdeen originally approached
Stella’s Voice for furniture, however, their stock
was low because of the current lockdown. Fife
based charities, Furniture Plus and Castle Furniture,
were able to come to the rescue and contribute
quality second-hand stock.
Capital project offers up food and
donations
Volunteers and donations are being sought for
a new no-referral food bank in Leith. Edinburgh
Settlement Projects runs the food bank out of its
store, and it’s open on weekdays from 12-2pm.
The charity is also redistributing donations of free
toys, books and DVDs.

Pictured: Gary Wallace,
Greener Kirkcaldy.
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Feed your
compost bin
In issue one, we talked about types of compost bins and where
to put them, so hopefully you’re all set up and ready to go.
Now, what’s on the menu?
Like us, compost bins need regular feeding, and a balanced
diet. But unlike us, they don’t need carbs, protein and fats – they
require greens and browns. The greens contain lots of nitrogen
which break down quickly and keep the compost moist. The
browns contain an abundance of carbon, which breaks down
more slowly, but adds structure and also helps in creating air
pockets which are important to circulate air.
This list refers to standard composting – different bins such as
wormeries, bokashi and other bins may have slightly different
requirements.
Green materials include:
•Cut flowers - dead flowers from your garden are also a good
addition
•Fruit and vegetable peelings, including pulp from a juicer
if you have one. Too much citrus can make the compost
over-acidic and put worms off, so go easy on the oranges,
grapefruit, limes and lemons
•Garden and house plants
•Grass cuttings, remember greens have to be balanced with
browns – too many grass cuttings will make your compost
wet and slimy
•Tea leaves and bags, and coffee grounds – coffee grounds
make a wonderful nitrogen-rich green for your compost and
if you use paper coffee filters, those can go in too, plus if your
tea bags have plastic in them, then rip them open and add
the tea leaves to the compost
•Young annual weeds
Brown materials include:
•Paper items which can include scrunched up cardboard,
egg boxes, toilet roll tubes, shredded letters, unwanted mail
including envelopes with the windows taken out – cardboard
is particularly useful for layering between wetter greens,
such as grass and if your compost is quite dry, try wetting the
cardboard before adding
•Straw and hay
•Egg shells – crush them before adding as they do take a long
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time to break down, so don’t worry if there are still bits of
shell in your compost when you go to use it because it will
rot down over time
•The contents of your vacuum cleaner as long as you don’t
use chemical carpet fresheners and only if you have
natural flooring such as wooden floorboards or wool
carpets
There are some unusual items that can go in:
•Corks, obviously not the plastic ones, but they do take a
long time to decompose as they are quite dense, so chop
them up if you can
•Human hair – with hairdressers closed at the moment, the
brave ones amongst you may be cutting each others’ hair,
so as long it’s not highly chemically treated, you can add
that hair to your compost bin
•Human urine, without wanting to encourage any unwanted
flashing of flesh, human urine – especially male urine,
is rich in nitrogen and is rumoured to help speed up the
composting process… we’ll let you decide how far you
want to take that one!
Please don’t put the following in:
•Cooked food, raw meat and fish, including bones, as these
could attract unwanted visitors
•Diseased plants
•Coal or coke ash – small amounts of wood ash is OK
•Cat or dog waste
•Nappies, even if they say they are biodegradable – it’s the
contents that are unwanted
•Glass, plastic or metal – these will never compost
So get cracking on feeding that bin. Patience is key as it’s a
bit of a waiting game. A new compost bin is likely to take a
good 12 months or more to really get going, so don’t panic
if things don’t start to happen quickly. Keep feeding it and it’ll
get there eventually. There are some ways to speed up the
process which we’ll go into in future issues, along with tips on
how to use your compost. But for now, feed those bins!

Ready to
get started?
Watch our composting
tutorial here
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Brilliant
Batch
cooking
with the
batch lady
The Batch Lady, aka Suzanne Mulholland, is seriously
savvy. Her time-saving, food-waste fighting approach to
making tasty meals is brilliant, and especially helpful at
this time. As well as serving up some recipe inspiration,
the Batch Lady has also shared some of her top tips.
Meal planning makes it easy
We’re all about meal planning. Suzanne recommends
planning for five out of the seven days of the week.
Keeping a couple of days free gives you the opportunity
to be flexible. So if you fancy supporting your local
takeaway or reaching into the freezer, there’s a bit of
wiggle room.
Why make one when you can make two?
As her name suggests, the Batch Lady is all about batch
cooking and doubling up on meals for later. This is a
great way to prevent food waste, as you’re more likely
to use up a whole pack of herbs or a bag of potatoes.
While we’re all shopping less often, batch cooking is a
good habit to get into. Who doesn’t love the idea of a
freezer full of healthy meals ready to go?

Pepperoni calzone
Time: 30 - 45 minutes
Ingredients:
2 x shop-bought, ready-rolled pizza doughs
2 cups (180g) grated mozzarella or cheddar cheese
1 cup (70g) chopped fresh mushrooms
8–10 cherry tomatoes, halved
24 slices pepperoni
1 cup (240ml) tomato sauce/passata
1 egg, beaten

Have a
sweet tooth?
Try the banana,
marshmallow and
chocolate version yes, really!

Method:
Unroll both pizza doughs and set on your worktop, side-by-side. If the dough has a paper backing, leave that in place
as it will make it easier to move around. If the dough doesn’t have a paper backing, set on a lightly floured sheet of
greaseproof paper.
Working on one half of each circle of dough, place 1⁄2 cup (45g) of the grated cheese on each pizza dough,
followed by 1⁄2 cup (35g) mushrooms, half of the tomatoes, half of the pepperoni and then the remaining cheese.
Finally, top each pile of ingredients with 1⁄2 cup (120ml) of the tomato sauce.
Brush a little of the egg wash around the edges, then bring the other half of the dough over the top of the filling to form
a half-moon shape. Crimp the edges of the dough together to seal, then brush the top of each Calzone with a little
beaten egg.
To cook:
Slide the greaseproof paper onto a baking sheet and transfer to an oven preheated to 180°C/350°F/gas mark 4 for
15–20 minutes, until the Calzone is golden brown and the filling is bubbling. Let the Calzone cool for a few minutes
before serving, as the filling will be very hot.
To freeze:
Slide the Calzone onto a baking sheet then transfer to the freezer for a couple of hours to firm up. Once partially frozen
and holding their shape, transfer the Calzone to a labelled freezer bag and freeze flat for up to 3 months.
To cook from frozen:
The Calzone can be cooked straight from frozen. Simply place on a lined baking tray and cook in an oven preheated
to 200°C/400°F/gas mark 6 for 30 minutes, until golden brown and the filling is piping hot.

Prep now, save time later
When you’ve got some spare time, Suzanne
recommends prepping ingredients and freezing them for
later. She freezes raw ingredients in bags together and
all she has to do is defrost the bag and cook it. Freezing
food presses pause on its deterioration so this is an
excellent way to preserve fresh produce. Try it yourself!
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Cereal
6
months

Pasta sauce
12
months

Canned food
12
months

Dried pasta
3
years

Did you know Scots throw away
£1.1 billion worth of food
every year? Some foods, like
these ones, can last way longer
than their ‘best before’ dates.
Check their quality first and
try to avoid throwing away
perfectly good food.
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Food for
thought
They’re an unlikely cause of disagreements at home, but ‘use
by’ and ‘best before’ date labels don’t have to be confusing.
A massive 170,000 tonnes of food is thrown away by Scottish
households every year because it hasn’t been used in time.
Cutting our food waste is one of the best things we can all do to
reduce our contribution to climate change, and understanding
date labels can really help. Let’s recap what they actually mean.
Best before
‘Best before’ refers to quality: once the ‘best before’ date is past,
the flavour and texture might be waning, but it’ll still be fine.
After this date, it might not be at its best, but it will still be safe to
eat. How does it smell, look and taste? Use your senses to make
a judgement.
Proper food storage is important here. The best before dates
may not apply if food is stored incorrectly. For an A-Z of food
storage, head to the Love Food Hate Waste website.
Of course, there are exceptions to every rule. According to
Food Standards Scotland, eggs have a ‘best before’ date of
28 days after they are laid. Eggs can be eaten a day or two
afterwards, just make sure to cook them thoroughly. More
advice on date labels can be found on their website.
Use by
While ‘best before’ is an indicator of quality, ‘use by’ is all
about safety. Provided they are stored properly, foods can be
eaten up until the ‘use by’ date.
If you are struggling to finish it up in time, you can freeze just
about anything, including most meats, up until the ‘use by’
date. You don’t have to stick exclusively to ‘freeze on day of
purchase’. Freezing acts as a pause button, allowing you to
preserve both uncooked foods and cooked meals. Simply
defrost your food in the fridge as you need it and eat within 24
hours.
Check labels regularly and if you find a ‘use by’ date that’s
tomorrow, you can either cook it and enjoy today or tomorrow,
or freeze it and eat another day. Items with ‘best before dates’
tomorrow won’t magically combust at midnight either. So there
you go, now you can confidently navigate through the world of
date labels, and settle any date-related dramas at home.

Prevent flytipping in
your community
In response to coronavirus, household waste recycling centres, community recycling points and charity shops across
Scotland have temporarily closed to protect public health. Unfortunately, the impact of this has seen an increase in
flytipping.
Flytipping is a crime and is harmful to the environment. At a time when local authority resources are stretched, being
asked to deal with flytipping could threaten the availability of services to other areas of the community in need of
support. If you see evidence of flytipping you can report it online using the Dumb Dumpers form or directly to your local
authority.
Recycling centres, community recycling points and charity shops will reopen when the time is right - until then, please
avoid clear outs; safely store additional waste or bulky items at home; and before accepting offers of disposal from
companies, please ask two important questions:
• Do you have a Waste Carriers Registration? - If yes, check the number on the waste carriers register to
make sure
• Where are you taking my waste? – This should be a licensed named facility that is authorised to take the
waste, not just “a yard”
For tips on how to manage waste, visit managingourwaste.scot.
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Love Food Hate Waste is here to
help us all make the most of the
food we love. Find out more at:
scotland.lovefoodhatewaste.com
Or follow us on:
lovefoodhatewastescotland
@ZeroWasteScot
lovefoodhatewastescotland
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